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MIRACLES CANCEL EACH OTHER OUT
A miracle is an event that is not naturally possible. That does not mean it is necessarily impossible. There could be a power
greater than nature such as a god that can do it. A miracle is supernatural. They are exceptions to the way nature usually
seems to work. For example, we take it for granted that dead people stay dead but the Church says that God miraculously
raised Jesus when he was dead three days back to life. Why would God do that? The answer is said to be that he wishes to
give us signs so that we can find what truths he has revealed and what religion he has given to us.
Miracles happening in the Roman Catholic Church are said to show that the Roman Catholic faith is true and really from
God as it claims.
It is sectarian arrogance to say that miracles which indicate that say the Roman Catholic Church is true are real miracles
while the ones reported by rival religions are trickery. To say miracles are pointers to the truth is saying just that. It is also
arrogance to say that miracles point to the one true faith because there would be many unreported miracles that do not
support this faith. Frankly, anybody using miracles to make his religion win the argument is a liar.
What if other religions report miracles? Then the true Catholic must reason that one of the following is correct.
Miracles that happen in other religions must be hoaxes or errors, no matter what the evidence says about them.
Demons are doing the miracles of other religions for demons like to do good to keep people away from the truth.
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Beliefs like that lead to unreasonable fear and fanatical bigotry. Remember the witch-burnings.

Miracles cancel one another out. Muhammad supposedly produced the Koran by a miracle. The Koran denies the
resurrection of Jesus from the dead. This would be a miracle on paper that anybody can test. A miracle claim that anybody
can test should always be preferred to one that is not as testable or one that not everybody can test. Thus Christians should
check the Koran and if it is found wanting then maybe check the resurrection.
Christians criticise the arguments against miracles. And then when it comes to miracles that contradict the miracles they
want to believe in they use the same arguments. This is a double-standard. They evidently want to trick people into
believing Christianity is true. For example, they would argue that a Jewish miracle and a Muslim miracle no matter how
well attested is dodgy because each miracle backs up contradictory religions. If one is true and the other is false that is no
help for the evidence backs up both. Evidence can mislead.

The notion that my religion's miracles show it is true and your religion's miracles fail to do that is saying that the other faith
is fabricating its miracles. Miracles are not a recipe for peace between divergent faiths. They are a recipe for suspicion and
sectarianism. Miracles are really the deity showing off which adds more spice to the nasty mixture. It becomes, "Oh my
religion is better than yours for God shows it off."
Miracles lead to sectarianism within a religion. If a sign is needed, it should be a good edifying one. Perhaps some saint
should rise from the dead and tend the poor and suffering for decades and give us an example more influential than that of
Nelson Mandela. But no such miracles exist. Jesus did nothing at all for people after his alleged resurrection. If you have
one edifying miracle well-verified you don't need any other miracles. Indeed you wouldn't even mention them. God would
only need one good miracle. If he changes nature it must be for a grave reason and to edify us by the miracle so if he does a
number of miracles - especially minor ones - it's a sign of failure. These principles then force religionists to champion their
miracle report and disparage those of other factions in the religion. And also other religions. The result is division and hate.
Social pressure, thankfully, keeps religion and religious people from being as bad as they could be or as bad as they want to
be.

Two contradicting but equally convincing miracles happening in two contradictory religions mean either that one is a fake
or that both are. God would not be doing a sign to call on people to believe a false religion. But it clearly means that
miracles and the evidence for them is not reliable or helpful. It would be proof that the evidence can verify a miracle that is
false.
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